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We propose an inclusive search for dark photons A0 at the LHCb experiment based on both prompt and
displaced dimuon resonances. Because the couplings of the dark photon are inherited from the photon via
kinetic mixing, the dark photon A0 → μþμ− rate can be directly inferred from the off-shell photon γ →
μþμ− rate, making this a fully data-driven search. For run 3 of the LHC, we estimate that LHCb will have
sensitivity to large regions of the unexplored dark-photon parameter space, especially in the 210–520 MeV
and 10–40 GeV mass ranges. This search leverages the excellent invariant-mass and vertex resolution of
LHCb, along with its unique particle-identification and real-time data-analysis capabilities.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.116.251803
Dark matter—firmly established through its interactions
with gravity—remains an enigma. Though there are
increasingly stringent constraints on direct couplings
between visible matter and dark matter, little is known
about the dynamics within the dark sector itself. An
intriguing possibility is that dark matter might interact
via a new dark force, felt only feebly by standard model
(SM) particles. This has motivated a worldwide effort to
search for dark forces and other portals between the visible
and dark sectors (see Ref. [1] for a review).
A particularly compelling dark-force scenario is that of a
dark photon A0 which has small SM couplings via kinetic
mixing with the ordinary photon through the operator
ðϵ=2ÞF0μνFμν [2–7]. Previous beam dump [7–21], fixed
target [22–24], collider [25–27], and rare meson decay
[28–37] experiments have already played a crucial role in
constraining the dark photon mass mA0 and kinetic-mixing
strength ϵ2. Large regions of the mA0 − ϵ2 plane, however,
are still unexplored (see Fig. 1). Looking to the future, a
wide variety of innovative experiments have been proposed
to further probe the dark photon parameter space [38–48],
though new ideas are needed to test mA0 > 2mμ
and ϵ2 ∈ ½10−7; 10−11.
In this Letter, we propose a search for dark photons via
the decay
A0 → μþμ−; ð1Þ
at the LHCb experiment during LHC run 3 (scheduled for
2021–2023). The potential of LHCb to discover dark photons
was recently emphasized in Ref. [48], which exploits the
exclusive charm decay mode D → D0A0 with A0 → eþe−.
Here, we consider an inclusive approach where the produc-
tionmode ofA0 need not be specified. An important feature of
this search is that it can bemade fully data driven, since theA0
signal rate can be inferred from measurements of the SM
prompt μþμ− spectrum. The excellent invariant-mass and
vertex resolution of the LHCb detector, along with its unique
particle-identification and real-time data-analysis capabilities
[50,51],make it highly sensitive toA0 → μþμ−.We derive the
LHCb sensitivity for both prompt and displaced A0 decays,
and show that LHCbcanprobe otherwise inaccessible regions
of the mA0 − ϵ2 plane.
The A0 is a hypothetical massive spin-1 particle that, after
electroweak symmetry breaking and diagonalizing the
gauge kinetic terms, has a suppressed coupling to the
electromagnetic (EM) current JμEM [2–7]:
LγA0 ⊃ −
1
4
F0μνF0μν þ
1
2
m2A0A
0μA0μ þ ϵeA0μJμEM: ð2Þ
There is also a model-dependent coupling to the weak Z
current (see, e.g., Ref. [52]), which appears at Oðm2A0=m2ZÞ.
We provide nearly model-independent sensitivity estimates
for the mass range mA0 ≲ 10 GeV by ignoring the coupling
to the Z. We include model-dependent Z-mixing effects for
mA0 ≳ 10 GeV, adopting the parameters of Refs. [53,54].
The partial widths of A0 to SM leptons are
ΓA0→lþl− ¼
ϵ2αEM
3
mA0

1þ 2 m
2
l
m2A0
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − 4
m2l
m2A0
s
; ð3Þ
where l ¼ e, μ, τ and mA0 > 2ml. Because the A0 couples
to JμEM, the branching fraction of A
0 to SM hadrons
can be extracted from the measured value of Rμ ≡
σeþe−→hadrons=σeþe−→μþμ− (taken from Ref. [55]):
ΓA0→hadrons ¼ ΓA0→μþμ−Rμðm2A0 Þ: ð4Þ
In particular, Eq. (4) already includes the effect of the A0
mixing with the QCD vector mesons ρ, ω, ϕ, etc. It is also
possible for the A0 to couple to non-SM particles with an
invisible decay width ΓA0→invisible, in which case the total A0
width is
ΓA0 ¼
X
l
ΓA0→lþl− þ ΓA0→hadrons þ ΓA0→invisible: ð5Þ
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Below, we consider ΓA0→invisible ¼ 0, though our analysis
can be easily adapted to handle nonvanishing invisible
decay modes.
To estimate the A0 → μþμ− signal rate, we follow the
strategy outlined in Ref. [7]. Consider the signal production
process in proton-proton (pp) collisions
S∶pp→ XA0 → Xμþμ−; ð6Þ
where X is any (multiparticle) final state. Ignoring
Oðm2A0=m2ZÞ and OðαEMÞ corrections, this process has
the identical cross section to the prompt SM process which
originates from the EM current
BEM∶pp → Xγ → Xμþμ−; ð7Þ
up to differences between the A0 and γ propagators and
the kinetic-mixing suppression. Interference between S and
BEM is negligible for a narrow A0 resonance. Therefore, for
any selection criteria on X, μþ, and μ−, the ratio between
the differential cross sections is
dσpp→XA0→Xμþμ−
dσpp→Xγ→Xμþμ−
¼ ϵ4 m
4
μμ
ðm2μμ −m2A0 Þ2 þ Γ2A0m2A0
; ð8Þ
where mμμ is the dimuon invariant mass, for the case
ΓA0 ≪ jmμμ −mA0 j ≪ mA0 . The ϵ4 factor arises because
both the A0 production and decay rates scale like ϵ2.
To obtain a signal event count, we integrate over an
invariant-mass range of jmμμ −mA0 j < 2σmμμ , where σmμμ is
the detector resolution on mμμ. The ratio of signal events to
prompt EM background events is
S
BEM
≈ ϵ4
π
8
m2A0
ΓA0σmμμ
≈
3π
8
mA0
σmμμ
ϵ2
αEMðNl þRμÞ
; ð9Þ
neglecting phase space factors for Nl leptons lighter than
mA0=2. This expression already accounts for the A0 → μþμ−
branching-fraction suppression when Rμ is large. Despite
the factor of ϵ4 in Eq. (8), the ratio in Eq. (9) is proportional
to ϵ2 because of the ϵ2 scaling of ΓA0 .
We emphasize that Eq. (9) holds for any final state X
(and any kinematic selection) in the mA0 ≪ mZ limit for
tree-level single-photon processes. In particular, it already
includes μþμ− production from QCD vector mesons that
mix with the photon. This allows us to perform a fully
data-driven analysis, since the efficiency and acceptance
for the (measured) prompt SM process is the same as
for the (inferred) signal process, excluding A0 lifetime-
based effects. The dominant component of BEM at small
mA0 comes from meson decays M → μþμ−Y, especially
η → μþμ−γ, and is denoted as BM (which includes
feed-down contributions from heavier meson decays).
There are also two other important components: final
state radiation (FSR) and Drell-Yan (DY) production.
Nonprompt γ production is small and only considered
as a background.
Beyond BEM, there are other important sources of
backgrounds that contribute to the reconstructed prompt
dimuon sample, ordered by their relative size: BππmisID—
Two pions (and more rarely a kaon and pion) can be
misidentified (misID) as a fake dimuon pair, including the
contribution from in-flight decays. This background can be
deduced and subtracted in a data-driven way using
prompt same-sign dimuon candidates [56,57]. BπμmisID—A
fake dimuon pair can also arise from one real muon
(primarily from charm or beauty decays) combined with
one misID pion or kaon. This background can be sub-
tracted similarly to BππmisID. BBH—The Bethe-Heitler
(BH) background played an important role in the analysis
of Ref. [7]. This is a subdominant process at the LHC
due in part to the small effective photon luminosity
function. We verified that BBH is small using a parton
shower generator (see below), and it will be neglected in
estimating the reach. True displaced dimuon pairs, which
arise from beauty decays, are rarely reconstructed as
FIG. 1. Previous and planned experimental bounds on dark photons (adapted from [1]) compared to the anticipated LHCb reach for
inclusive A0 production in the dimuon channel (see the text for definitions of prompt, pre-module, and post-module). The red vertical
bands indicate QCD resonances which would have to be masked in a complete analysis. The LHCb D anticipated limit comes from
[48], and Belle-II comes from [49].
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prompt at LHCb. Such backgrounds, however, are domi-
nant in the displaced search discussed below.
Summarizing, the reconstructed prompt dimuon sample
contains the following background components:
Bprompt ¼ BM þ BFSR þ BDY|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
BEM
þ BππmisID þ BπμmisID|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
BmisID
; ð10Þ
where for simplicity we ignore interference terms between
the various BEM components. After subtracting BmisID from
Bprompt [56,57], we can use Eq. (9) to infer S from BEM for
any mA0 and ϵ2. Since both Bprompt and BmisID are extracted
from data, this strategy is fully data driven.
We now present an inclusive search strategy for dark
photons at the LHCb. The LHCb experiment will upgrade
to a triggerless detector-readout system for run 3 of the
LHC [62], making it highly efficient at selecting A0 →
μþμ− decays in real time. Therefore, we focus on run 3 and
assume an integrated luminosity of (see Ref. [48])Z
Ldt ¼ 15 fb−1: ð11Þ
The trigger system currently employed by LHCb is
efficient for many A0 → μþμ− decays included in our
search. We estimate that the sensitivity in run 2 will be
equivalent to using about 10% of the data collected in run 3.
Therefore, inclusion of run 2 data will not greatly impact
the reach by the end of run 3, though a run 2 analysis could
explore much of the same mA0 − ϵ2 parameter space in the
next few years.
The LHCb detector is a forward spectrometer covering
the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5 [63,64]. Within this
acceptance, muons with three-momentum p > 5 GeV are
reconstructed with near 100% efficiency with a momentum
resolution of σp=p ≈ 0.5% and a dimuon invariant mass
resolution of [64,65]
σmμμ ≈

4 MeV mμμ < 1 GeV
0.4%mμμ mμμ > 1 GeV
: ð12Þ
For the displaced A0 search, the vertex resolution of LHCb
depends on the Lorentz boost factor of the A0; we therefore
use an event-by-event selection criteria in the analysis
below. That said, it is a reasonable approximation to use a
fixed A0 proper-lifetime resolution [64]
στ ≈ 50 fs; ð13Þ
except near the dimuon threshold where the opening angle
between the muons is small.
To suppress fake muons, our strategy requires muon
candidates have (transverse) momenta (pT > 0.5 GeV)
p > 10 GeV, and are selected by a neural-network
muon-identification algorithm [58] with a muon efficiency
of ϵ2μ ≈ 0.50 and a pion fake rate of ϵ2π ≈ 10−6 [57]. To a
good approximation, the neural-network performance is
independent of the kinematics. Such a low pion misID rate
is a unique feature of LHCb and is vital for probing the
low-mA0 region in A0 → μþμ− decays.
To further suppress BmisID for mA0 > mϕ ≃ 1.0 GeV, we
require muons to satisfy an isolation criterion based on
clustering the charged component of the final state with the
anti-kT jet algorithm [66] with R ¼ 0.5 in FASTJET 3.1.2
[67]; muons with pTðμÞ=pTðjetÞ < 0.85 are rejected,
excluding the contribution to pTðjetÞ from the other muon
if it is contained in the same jet. By considering charged
particles only, this isolation strategy is robust to pileup. The
dimuon isolation efficiencies obtained from simulated
LHCb data (see below) are 50% for FSR, DY, and BH,
25% for meson decays (dominantly from charmonium
states), and 1% for fake pions (ππ and πμ have similar
efficiencies).
The baseline selection for the LHCb inclusive A0 search
is, therefore, (i) two opposite-sign muons with ηðμÞ ∈
½2; 5, pðμÞ > 10 GeV, and pTðμÞ > 0.5 GeV; (ii) a
reconstructed A0 → μþμ− candidate with ηðA0Þ ∈ ½2; 5,
pTðA0Þ > 1 GeV, and passing the isolation criterion for
mA0 > mϕ; (iii) an A0 → μþμ− decay topology consistent
with either a prompt or displaced A0 decay [48,57].
Following a similar strategy to Ref. [48], we use the
reconstructed muon impact parameter (IP) and A0 trans-
verse flight distance lT to define three nonoverlapping
search regions: (i) Prompt.—IPμ < 2.5σIP; (ii) Displaced
(premodule).—lT ∈ ½5σlT ; 6 mm; (iii) Displaced
(postmodule).—lT ∈ ½6 mm; 22 mm.
The resolution on IP and lT are taken from Refs. [57,59].
The displaced A0 search is restricted to lT < 22 mm to
ensure at least three hits per track in the vertex locator
(VELO). We define two search regions based on the
average lT to the first VELO module (i.e., 6 mm), where
each VELO module is a planar silicon-pixel detector
oriented perpendicular to the LHC beam line.
To estimate the reach for this A0 search using the data-
driven strategy in Eq. (9), we need to know BpromptðmμμÞ
with the above selection criteria applied. To our knowl-
edge, LHCb has not published such a spectrum, so we use
PYTHIA 8.212 [68] for illustrative purposes to understand
the various components of BEM. (We caution the reader
that the dimuon spectra published by ATLAS [69] and
CMS [70] do not impose prompt selection criteria nor do
they subtract fake dimuons). LHCb has published mea-
surements of ϕ meson [71], charmonium [72], bottomo-
nium [73], and DY [74] production in 7 TeV pp
collisions, and we find that PYTHIA accurately reproduces
these measurements. Therefore, we assume that PYTHIA
also adequately predicts their production at 14 TeV. The
ALICE Collaboration has published the low-mass dimuon
spectrum at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 TeV in a similar kinematic region as
proposed for this search [56]. Within the kinematic region
used by ALICE, we find that PYTHIA accurately describes
the production of the ηð0Þ mesons, but overestimates ω and
ρ production by factor of 2; we therefore reduce the
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PYTHIA prediction for these mesons to match the observed
ALICE spectrum.
Including our selection criteria and modifications, the
prompt dimuon spectrum from PYTHIA is shown in Fig. 2.
The BEM background is dominated by meson decays like
η → μþμ−γ at low invariant mass, and transitions to DY
production pp→ γ → μþμ− at larger mμμ, with FSR
being subdominant throughout. Note the sharp change in
the spectrum at mμμ ¼ mϕ due to the muon-isolation
requirement. We also show in Fig. 2 the expected non-
EM background contamination from BmisID and BBH. The
misidentification background is large and dominates for
mA0 ∈ ½1; 3 GeV, though this is also the region where
PYTHIA likely underestimates dimuon production from
excited meson decays [e.g., ρð1450Þ → μþμ−] [57].
We also use PYTHIA to understand the backgrounds for the
displaced A0 searches, where the dominant contribution
comes from double semileptonic heavy-flavor decays of the
form b → cμX followed by c → μ∓Y. Such decays are
highly suppressed by our consistent-decay-topology
requirements [57], but they still contribute at a large rate
because of the copious heavy-flavor production in high-
energy pp collisions. Semileptonic decays of charm and
beauty mesons, where one real muon and one fake muon
arise from the same secondary vertex, also contribute but at a
much lower rate. Decays of heavy-flavor hadrons with two
misID pions or with γ → μþμ− are similarly subdominant.
For the premodule displaced region, we find ≈104
background events per 2σmμμ mass bin. For the post-
module displaced region, relevant for long-lived dark
photons with τA0 ≫ τD;B, we estimate the background to
be ≈25 candidates per mass bin by scaling the observed
combinatorial background in a published LHCb KS →
μþμ− search [58] by the increase in luminosity used in this
analysis. In the postmodule region, the heavy-flavor back-
ground is on the order of few events per bin, and the
dominant contribution is from interactions with the detector
material. This contribution can likely be reduced following
a strategy similar to [48].
The estimated sensitivity of LHCb to inclusive A0
production is shown in Fig. 1. For the prompt A0 search,
we estimate S from BEM using data in the neighboring
sidebands and take S=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Bprompt
p
≈ 2 as a rough criterion for
the exclusion limit. This sideband method fails near narrow
QCD resonances, which would need a dedicated analysis.
Figure 1 shows that for mA0 ∈ ½2mμ; mϕ one can probe ϵ2
down to 10−8–10−7 with the prompt search, improving on
current limits. The reach is limited at higher masses due to
BmisID, where the expected sensitivity is comparable to the
present bound. Going to higher masses where the A0
production rate depends on model-dependent mixing with
the Z, LHCb can extend anticipated ATLAS and CMS
limits [45] for mA0 ∈ ½10; 40 GeV.
For the displaced A0 search, the spectrum of A0 Lorentz
boost factors γμμ ≡ Eμμ=mμμ can be inferred from the
prompt γ → lþl− spectrum observed in data in a given
mμμ bin; the A0 lifetime acceptance can then be obtained
from simulation. Following the background discussion
above, the exclusion criterion for the premodule (post-
module) search is S ≈ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
B
p
≈ 200 (S ≈ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
B
p
≈ 10), yield-
ing the regions shown in Fig. 1. A comparable reach is
obtained by simply assuming the fixed proper-lifetime
resolution in Eq. (13). Because of the large η → γA0 rate,
the displaced search has the potential to probe mA0 ∈
½2mμ; mη with ϵ ∈ ½10−11; 10−8, a region that is challeng-
ing to access through other experiments.
There are a number of possible improvements and
generalizations to this A0 search. For example, dark photons
can be searched for during LHC run 2, by adapting our
analysis to include dimuon hardware trigger requirements.
Because the search is entirely data driven, dimuon triggers
need not be fully efficient to be useful in such an analysis.
The real-time analysis, event selection, and multi-search-
region [60] strategies employed by LHCb could be
improved, and data collected in LHC runs 4 and 5 would
greatly improve the sensitivity [57]. One could also pursue
a semi-inclusive strategy, where an A0 candidate is selected
along with another required object; for most semi-inclusive
modes, one can still use the data-driven method in Eq. (9).
If the fake muon backgrounds could be controlled, a similar
search could be performed at ATLAS and CMS. Beyond
dark photons, these searches are sensitive to spin-0 dimuon
resonances (see related work in Refs. [75–77]). An inclu-
sive A0 search in the electron channel could explore the
mA0 ∈ ½2me; 2mμ mass region, though this is considerably
more challenging due to bremsstrahlung radiation and
multiple scattering [57].
In summary, we proposed an inclusive search strategy for
dark photons at the LHCb experiment using dimuon reso-
nances. Since the coupling of the A0 to the standard model is
dictated by the kinetic-mixing parameter ϵ2, the signal rate
can be directly inferred from the off-shell photon rate,
FIG. 2. Predicted reconstructed dimuon invariant mass spec-
trum with our prompt selection criteria applied after run 3,
including the isolation criteria for mμμ > mϕ. “EM” denotes the
sum of “Mesons” and “DY/FSR”.
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enabling a data-driven search. Through a combination of
prompt and displaced searches, LHCb is sensitive to interest-
ing regions in the mA0 − ϵ2 parameter space, some of which
are difficult to probe with other proposed experiments.
This search leverages the excellent invariant-mass and
vertex resolution of LHCb, along with its unique particle-
identification and real-time data-analysis capabilities.
Provided that the appropriate real-time selections are
employed starting this year, LHCb could probe much of this
parameter space using data collected in run 2 of the LHC.
Given the simplicity of this proposed search strategy, it could
easily be adapted to other experiments at theLHCandbeyond.
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